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PLACE OF WORK,
POSITION

KarU named after academician E.A. Buketov,
Associate Professor of the Department of Special and Inclusive Education

ACADEMIC DEGREE,
SCIENTIFIC TITLE 
(ACADEMIC
RANK)

Candidate of Philology

WORK 
EXPERIENCE

Place and date

- 1998-2001 - Art. laboratory assistant at the Department of Kazakh Literature;
-  2001-2004 - Postgraduate student of the Department of Kazakh Literature of
KSU named after Academician E.A. Buketov;
- 2006-2007 - Lecturer at the Department of Kazakh Literature;
-  2007-2012  -  Senior  Lecturer  of  the  Department  of  Kazakh  Language  and
Literature of the Karaganda University "Bolashak";
- 2012 to 2016 - Associate Professor of the Department of the Kazakh Language
and Culture of Kazakhstan, Karaganda Economic University;
- from September 2016 to the present - Associate Professor of the Department of
the practical course of the Kazakh language;
- from September 1, 2019 - Member of the Council of the Faculty of Philology
- from September 1 , 2021 - Associate Professor of the Department of Special and
Inclusive Education of the Pedagogical Faculty.

EDUCATION AND
INTERNSHIP

Education

- 1990-1996 - Karaganda State University named after academician E.A. Buketov,
Faculty of Philology, specialty - "Teacher of the Kazakh language and literature",
qualification - philologist
-  2001-2004 - Postgraduate student of the Department of Kazakh Literature of
KSU named after Academician E.A. Buketov
-  2019-2021 -  Central  Kazakhstan  Academy,  Training  of  specialists  in  special
pedagogy, specialty - Defectology

Internships, scientific
business trips

- 2001-2002 - scientific trip, National Scientific Library at the Institute of Literature
and Art named after M. O. Auezova, archive of rare book fund. Almaty city.
- 2002-2003 - scientific trip, National Scientific Library at the Institute of Literature
and Art named after M. O. Auezova, archive of rare book fund. Almaty city.
- 2003-2004 - scientific trip, National Scientific Library at the Institute of Literature
and Art named after M. O. Auezova, archive of rare book fund. Almaty city.
-  01.03.2022  -  30.04.2022  -  scientific  internship,  scholarship  holder  of  the
international  program "Bolashak",  Moscow,  Faculty  of  Pedagogical  Education  of
Lomonosov Moscow State University.
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QUALIFICATIONS
- Ways to unify office work in the state language. 72 hours. 
-  Committee  for  the  Development  of  Languages  and  Social  and  Political  Work.  -
Astana, 2015;
-  Features  of  vocationally  oriented  language  teaching  in  higher  educational
institutions. KarSMU. -Karaganda, 2016;
-  International  scientific  and  methodological  work  on  the  topic:  "Native  language:
problems of learning, research" seminar (72 hours). ENU. -Astana, 2017;
Innovative educational technologies in higher education institutions. Sterlimatak. 114
hours - Karaganda, 2017;
- «Использование ресурсов Springer», «Как подготовить и опубликовать статью в
рейтинговых зарубежных журналах» деп аталатын семинар-тренингке атысып,қ
сертификат  алдым.  Certificates.  Pringer  nature (Has  successfully  completed  the
official springer nature training how to use how to publish, 27.10.2017);
-  Problems of  the new Kazakh alphabet and graphics.  Republican seminar.  18 h.
KarSU. - Karaganda, 2018;
- New methods of teaching the Kazakh language based on the Latin script. Course,
108 h. KarSU, - Karaganda, 2018;
-  Rules  of  Latin  American  Kazakh  writing  and  spelling.  Course.  38  h.  KarSU.  -
Karaganda, 2019;
- Teaching the language according to the "STEAM" system: technologies and skills.
Training seminar, 36 hours. Center for teaching languages of the Karaganda region. -
Karaganda, 2019;
- August 12-17, 2019 - A 72-hour advanced training course aimed at training trainers
on the topic "Latin graphics: theory and teaching methods." - Nur-Sultan, 2019;
-  Preparing  a  university  teacher  for  training  using  distance  learning  technologies.
Course, 36 hours. KarSU. -Karaganda, 2019;
- "Using digital educational resources in the process of teaching a language: methods
and techniques", 72 hours. Center for teaching languages of the Karaganda region. -
Karaganda, 2020;
- June 22-23 - Certificate of completion of the advanced training course on the topic:
"Smart education: a resource of methods and technologies." 72 hours KazNU them.
Al-Farabi., No. 00056. - Almaty, -2020;
-  13.01.2021  -  "Kazakh  tilin  oқytuday  zhattyku  tapsyrmalarynyk  maңyzy"
tқyrybyndagy republics online seminar. Certificate, no. 00054.

PERSONAL QUALITIES

Knowledge of languages
Native language Kazakh

UNDERSTANDING SPEAKING
Language name LETTER

Listening Reading Oral speech

Russian language В2 В2 В2 В2
Language certificate: no

English language A1 A1 - -
Language certificate: no

German language basic  basic basic basic

Computer skills
Advanced user: Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, Power Point), STATISTICA 6.0; graphic
editors (CorelDraw, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop Lightroom),
video editing programs (Adobe Premier Pro, Final Cut Pro X, Movavi).  Knowledge of
operating systems: Windows and IOS.

Other skills (hobbies)
Reading books (reading magazines, newspapers), academic vocals (playing the dombra,
singing), traveling (knowledge of traditions, culture, history of other peoples).

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION



Main publications

- Professional  Kazakh  language:  educational-methodical  for  students  studying  in
ecology  specialties  of  higher  education  institutions.  instrument.  Karaganda:  KEU,
2014. - p.
- Teaching-methodology for students studying on the specialty "Professional Kazakh:
Tourism,  Marketing,  Logistics,  Restaurant  and  Hotel  Business".  instrument.
Karaganda: KEU, 2015. -115.
- Professional  Kazakh  language:  a  tutorial  for  students  studying  on  specialty
"restaurant business and hotel business." Karaganda: KEU, 2016. -118 p.
-  Comparative-typological analysis of Kazakh historical songs.  MJSS Mediterranean
Journal of Social Sciences (ISSN 2039-9340 -Scopus). -Rome, 2015. -Vol .6. -№5 -
Р.240-249. https://orcid.org/0000-0001-5212-162X
- Modern information technologies use. Distance education as a kind of globalization:
experience,  problems and development  prospects:  People.  methods.  conf  math  -
Karaganda, 2016.-B.172-174.
- The  role  of  working  with  texts  in  language  teaching.  Sampling  Discussion:
Innovation  in  the  Modern  World:  A  Case  Study  on  the  XLVII  Material  Science
Conference. ISSN  2309-1959: -2016.  -  N3  (46).  C2.  172-176.
https://emirsaba.org/sbornik-statej-po-materialam-xlvii-mejdunarodnoj-nauchno-prakt-
v2.html#
- History of youth press. RINC: ISSN 2524-0986: Current Scientific Research in the
Modern  World:  ISCIENCE.IN.UA:  The  Compendium  of  Scientific  Problems.  -
Pereislav-Khmelnitsky,  2017.-No.  11  (31).  -C6.  -S.108-110.
https://www.elibrary.ru/item.asp?id=30727445
- Modern  requirements  for  transition  to  Latin  graphics.  /The  Central  Kazakhstan
newspaper. September 14, 2017 - 3 pages. 101 (22 408).
- Nature of historical poetry. Bulletin of EGI - Astana, 2017. -№1. -B. 161-169.
- Thematic groupings and constraints of  historical  poems. Looking at  the younger
generation: Filologicheskie science: Sbornik mat. the Mar.-Pract. conf Exploiting. the
Ecology of  the Russian Federation and the Ecology of  the Renaissance and the
Especially  Saved  Territories  in  the  RB,  85th  anniversary  of  the  birth  of  the
Renaissance poet Bashkortostan Rami Garipova. - Sterlimatak, 2017. -C. 28-32
-  Functions  of  expressive  facilities  in  heroic  epos.  PONTE  Journal:(DOI:
10.21506/j.ponte.  -Scopus  2017.10.34).  -Italy,  2017.  -Vol.  73  -№  10  -Р.  43-47.
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-5212-162X
- The  basis  of  modernization  of  public  consciousness  begins  with  the  alphabet.
Scientific Almanac: ISSN 2411-7609: RSCI (contract no. 255-04 / 2015): - Russia,
Tambov, 2018, -№5-3(43). -Pp. 134-137.
https://www.elibrary.ru/item.asp?id=35203884
- Sustainable development of educational institutions in the context of the introduction
of  elements of  distance education in the learning process.  Scopus.Periódico tchê
química /Artigo Original (revised form 20: October 2019; accepted 24: October, 2019;
-Volume 16,  -Número 33 – 2019,  -Página – 404-422.  https://orcid.org/0000-0001-
5212-162X
-  Folk  education-educational  and  pedagogical  approach.  Peer-reviewed  American
Journal  (Elibrary,  doi). ISSN – 2707-9864,  “ASJ” № (37)  /2020 Vol.1,  Consulting
group "Education and Science" Ukraine, Kiev, Peremogi, 56/1, office 115, Copies:
1000  copies.  Ukraine,  Kiev,  Peremogi,  56/1,  office  115,  29-30. https://american-
issue.info/journal-archive-ru/%e2%84%9637-2020/
-  «Determination of national nature of a song as expression of  artistic concept of
ethnicity»   // Bakyt M. Aitbayeva, Berik S. Rakhimov, Saule Zh. Shahina, Zhamba Z.
Kadina, Astra Salvensis, no. 1/2021, ст. 211-225.  https://astrasalvensis.eu/2021-2/#;
процентиль – 98.

The number of published scientific and educational-methodical works - more
70, of which:

— in journals based on Scopus - 4;
— in logs on the Clarivate Analytics database - 1;
— in editions recommended by KOKSON MES RK - 10;
— in publications located in the RSCI database, including journals from the list of the 

Higher Attestation Commission, - 57;
— textbooks, teaching aids, electronic textbooks (co-authored) - 3.
Scopus Hirsch Index - 2.

Participation in the -  The law of development and functioning of non-finites and a proposition of
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implementation of 
scientific projects

Kazakh and English simple and complex sentences with their participation.

Courses taught 1. Kazakh language
2. Professional kazakh language
3. Record keeping in the state language
4. Latin script
5. Latin script based on Kazakh language

Sphere of professional and 
scientific interests

- Study of folklore, national traditions, language, literary and cultural heritage
of  the  Kazakh  people  in  a  new  way  in  a  modern  direction,  its  practical
implementation and determination of its relevance for today
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Researcher ID: AAR-5187-2020
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